THE GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION
HIGH-LEVEL MEETING OF THE OECD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE

The Global Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation (Global Partnership) is an inclusive multi-stakeholder
partnership aiming to maximize the effectiveness of all forms of co-operation for development for the shared benefit of
people, planet, prosperity and peace. The Partnership promotes mutual accountability to hold each other responsible
for more effective development co-operation. Its efforts contribute to the achievement of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development. Created in 2011 at the Fourth High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Busan, Republic of
Korea, the Partnership brings together, on an equal footing, development actors from governments,
multilateral/bilateral institutions; civil society; academia; parliaments; local governments; regional organisations; trade
unions; the business sector; and philanthropy.

The Global Partnership sustains political momentum for
more effective development co-operation by taking
action in line with the shared principles of country ownership, focus on results, inclusive partnerships, and
transparency and accountability.
Based on evidence and emerging issues, the Global Partnership will focus its next two years of work on:
Enhancing support to effective development cooperation at country level, supporting countries in mainstreaming effectiveness principles and ensuring countryled evidence informs policy debate at all levels.
Unlocking the potential of Effectiveness and Monitor
Progress for 2030, mapping ways to boost the effectiveness of all actors while also updating the Global Partnership monitoring framework to reflect the implementation
challenges of the 2030 Agenda.
Sharing knowledge and scaling up innovative development solutions, at a faster pace, driven by champion
countries, partners and non-state actors, and serve as “goto” platform for knowledge exchange.
Scaling up private sector engagement leveraged
through development co-operation, to attract inclusive
business investments that generate shared value for business and development outcomes, and help development
partners adapt their practices and instruments to enhance
the effectiveness of private sector engagement.
Learning from different modalities of development cooperation, enhancing exchanges between North-South,
South-South and Triangular co-operation partners, drawing together options to scale up impact and learn from
each other.
Sustaining political momentum, by strengthening highlevel political engagement, advocacy, public communication and strategic use of data and evidence.
To engage in the Partnership, please contact us:
@DevCooperation #GPEDC

Facebook.com/DevCooperation

www.youtube.com/TheGlobalPartnership

Web: www.effectivecooperation.org • Email: info@effectivecooperation.org

